
Know Before You Go Covid-19 Safety Measures
Back To The Slopes Tailgate Party 3 PM to 5 PM, Sunday, September 19, 2021

In light of the ongoing Covid Pandemic and evolving Delta variant, please wear a mask and 
please observe 6' social distancing while in the check-in line
Food and beverage volunteer servers will be wearing masks and gloves

Temporarily lowering of mask for eating or drinking
Food items will be served using tongs by masked/gloved volunteers
Beverages will be handed out upon request by masked/gloved volunteers

Beverages include bottled water, beer, wine coolers, hard seltzer/cider
Attendees may bring their favorite summertime libations as well just in case our selection 
is not to their taste or liking

Grab and go snack items will be handed out upon request by masked/gloved volunteers
Trip leaders will be behind their display table, standing/seated between their display table and 
tailgate

Please observe 6' social distancing spacing line when interacting with trip leaders/exhibitors
Only one person at time, or a household group of 3 or less, may interact with trip 
leader/exhibitor
Attendees waiting to see the ski trip display will stand in line on 6' social distancing marks

No picnic tables or chairs will be available
Attendees may bring their own folding/beach/camp chairs and/or blankets to sit on the lawn to 
socialize at appropriate social distance
Lawn area will have some shade trees
Other than the south side of building, the lot will be mostly the shade during the time of the 
event
Consider a beach umbrella or small beach shelter if you are concerned about the sun while 
socializing on the lawn
Bring your own sunscreen
Please do not leave the private event space with open adult beverages

Alpine Ski Shop will be open for business during BTTS Tailgate Party
Masks are currently not required to enter store but this can change. Social distancing not 
required while in the store but this might change also as the Covid infection rate evolve.
The store bathroom is available for our use, one person at a time, with social distancing wait 
line.
Alpine Ski Shop's last season's inventory reduction sale going on

Attendees are welcome to continue to socialize on the lawn after 5 PM but be mindful to pick up 
after themselves
Alpine Ski Shop will have trash bins available. We ask attendees to be mindful of trash and to use
the provided bins


